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Select orthodontic cases are facilitated by increasing the vertical dimension of occlusion 

(VDO). In animal studies that increased VDO by 20% or greater, masseter myosin heavy chain 

(MyHC) message shifts in relative expression from fast to slow. However, it is unclear what 

changes in MyHC protein expression may occur with a clinically relevant vertical dimension 

increase. Six experimental CD-1 male mice (age: 6 weeks) underwent a 10% bite opening to 

replicate the clinical condition using composite on the maxillary molars and were compared to 

six age-matched control male mice. The mice were sacrificed at day 7 and 14 after bite opening. 

A representative masseter transverse cryosection from each animal was examined in selected 

sampling regions (anterior, posterior, posterior-deep, and posterior-intermediate) to assay fiber 

phenotype proportions. In controls, the proportion of muscle fibers containing MyHC IIb 

increased in the posterior-intermediate and posterior-deep regions between 7 and 14 days 

(ANOVA, p<0.05). With bite opening, the increase in proportion of MyHC IIb fibers in the bite 

opening group (exp-14) did not occur when compared to the control group (ctl-14) (p<0.05). In 

addition, after 14 days of bite opening, the proportion of fibers positive for MyHC IIa was 

greater in the anterior region with bite opening compared to control masseters. Fiber diameter 

remained unchanged in both groups (experimental and control) and over time (p > 0.10). These 
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data are consistent with a selective plasticity of the expression of MyHC IIb in the deep regions 

of the male masseter muscle.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The treatment of select orthodontic cases is facilitated by increasing the vertical dimension 

of occlusion (VDO). The VDO is defined as “the length of the face when the teeth are in contact 

and the mandible is in centric relation or the teeth are in centric relation”.1 Orthodontic treatment 

modalities that open the VDO are implemented to alleviate crossbites, to allow the placement of 

mandibular brackets in deep bite cases, to disclude the dentition facilitating tooth movement, or 

to help level the curve of Spee.2 The increase in VDO stretches jaw closing muscles and, thus, 

may have a more direct effect on jaw closers compared to other muscles in the oral region.3 

Studies using adult animal models have examined the effect of elongating limb muscle on their 

contractile properties.4-7 However, it is unclear whether or not jaw musculature responds to 

stretch in the same manner with vertical opening. To complicate the assessment of the effects of 

an increase in VDO, many patients treated by an increase in VDO in orthodontics are adolescents 

and are still growing and it is unclear what effect growth has on this response. 

A muscle’s contractile properties are in part governed by the protein, myosin. Myosin is 

made up of a pair of heavy and pair of light chains. Muscle speed of contraction depends on the 

myosin heavy chain (MyHC) isoforms, and the major types of adult MyHC isoforms in 

mammalian skeletal muscles can be categorized as slow (MyHC I/β) or fast (MyHC II).8, 9 Fast 

fiber types can further be separated into MyHC IIa, IIx/d, or IIb based on their contraction 

speeds.10-13 During muscle fiber development, early MyHC isoforms (embryonic and 

neonatal/perinatal/fetal) are reduced or eliminated completely and replaced by adult forms. 

Within these adult forms, muscles that function with slow, prolonged contractions will have a 

predominant proportion of slow MyHC fibers while muscles that have quick, short duration, 

phasic contractions will have a higher proportion of fast MyHC fibers. These slow and fast 
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muscles are pre-programmed; however, the final phenotypes of these muscles can vary due to the 

plasticity of muscle to functional demands, muscle stretch, and hormonal influences.14-17 

Muscle stretching can alter MyHC phenotype within muscle fibers. The MyHC IIa gene 

has been shown to be upregulated with muscle fiber stretch in rat plantaris and gastrocnemius 

muscles.18, 19 Passive stretching of these muscles led to an increase in MyHC IIa messenger RNA 

(mRNA). A similar result was observed in C2C12  mouse myoblasts cells. Mechanical stretching 

of the myoblasts shifted the MyHC mRNA towards a MyHC IIa expression. The stretch caused 

an initial increase in IIb mRNA but continued stretching caused an increase in IIa mRNA.20 

These findings demonstrate the close relationship between MyHC plasticity and function. 

The effect of bite opening (or muscle stretch) on masseter MyHC fiber phenotype has not 

been examined in depth. Only a few studies have evaluated VDO and masseter MyHC plasticity 

21-23; however, in all studies, the authors opened the bite beyond an orthodontic clinical relevance 

(20 – 50%). In humans the average maximum opening is about 45 – 50 mm and orthodontic 

procedures open the anterior bite by about 3 – 4 mm, which is 10% or less of the maximum bite 

opening at the incisors.24-27 A smaller, yet clinically applicable, bite opening has not been 

investigated. 

The purpose of our study was to examine the effects of a clinically relevant bite opening on 

the muscle fiber MyHC content in the adolescent male mouse masseter during maturation. Two 

hypotheses were tested: (1) the myosin heavy chain phenotype of the masseter muscle fibers will 

change to a slower (MyHC IIa) phenotype in response to the new, increased VDO; and (2) 

increasing the VDO will increase the mean diameter of muscle fibers containing MyHC IIa. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

CD-1 male mice (Charles Rivers Laboratories) were maintained in the animal facilities at 

the University of Florida Health Science Center. Mice were maintained on a 12 h light/ dark 

cycle with food and water ad libitum. Twelve mice, six weeks of age, were used in the study. 

Sample size estimation was based on power-sample size calculations using a power of 0.9, alpha 

of 0.05, and effect size of at least 1.5 (from previous data). Animal testing procedures and 

general handling complied with the ethical guidelines and standards established by the 

Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee at the University of Florida, and all procedures 

complied with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 

Groups 

The mice were divided into two groups: six mice were assigned to the control group and 

six mice were assigned to the treatment group. Both control (ctl) and experimental (exp) groups 

experienced the same anesthesia (ketamine: 70 – 80 mg/kg body weight and xylazine: 5 – 10 

mg/kg body weight). The experimental group was subjected to an increase of vertical dimension 

using composite placed over the maxillary molars for 7 or 14 days while the control group only 

had a sham manipulation consisting of mandibular retraction without composite placement. 

Weight was monitored at the beginning and end of the study. Mice were sacrificed after 7 days 

(ctl-7, exp-7) and 14 days (ctl-14, exp-14) and masseter muscles were harvested bilaterally, flash 

frozen, and stored at -20°C until sectioned.  

Bite Opening 

The maximum bite opening of a six week old mouse was measured to be 10 mm using a 

caliper. Therefore, a 1 mm vertical separator was placed between the incisors to produce a 10% 
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vertical opening. The oral cavity was exposed using custom-fabricated 0.018 mm orthodontic 

wires (Figure 2-1). Using endodontic cotton pellets, the right and left maxillary molars were 

dried after a water rinse and etched for 45 s (etch gel 40%). The etchant was then removed with 

cotton, rinsed, and dried and bonding agent was applied with a microbrush, followed by light 

curing. Flowable composite was applied and adjusted as needed with a scalar. The composite 

was set using a 20 s light cure. The control mice had the same manipulations but no composite 

was placed. All animals received 0.05 mg/kg buprenorphine hydrochloride for the first 48 h to 

manage post-operative discomfort. 

MyHC Immunolabeling 

One masseter from each animal was cryosectioned in the transverse plane. Serial 14 μm 

transverse sections of masseter were placed consecutively on sets of contiguous slides to allow 

the direct comparison of different antibody labeling. Slides were stored at -20°C until 

immunostained. Sections were washed in PBS (phosphate buffered saline) and incubated for 20 

min in 1% BSA (bovine serum albumin) with 50 μg/ml goat-anti-mouse IgG (for mouse 

monoclonal primary antibodies) or 1% normal goat serum (for polyclonal primary antibodies) to 

block non-specific binding. Sections were incubated overnight at 4°C in primary antibodies: 

mouse anti-IIa MyHC (myosin heavy chain) IgG (clone SC71, ATCC, Schiaffino et al8); mouse 

anti-IIb MyHC IgM (clone BFF3, ATCC, Schiaffino et al8); and rat anti collagen IV (Biodesign). 

The sections were washed in PBS prior to incubation in an appropriate secondary antibody (goat 

anti-mouse IgG conjugated to Alexa 488; goat anti-mouse IgM conjugated to Alexa 546; or goat 

anti-rat IgG conjugated to Alexa 350) for 1 h at room temperature. After extensive rinsing, 

sections were mounted in glycerol to which an anti-bleaching agent had been added and viewed 

on a Nikon FXA photomicroscope. Control slides were incubated in secondary antibody only. 

The immunolabeled transverse muscle section just superior to the aponeurosis of the superficial 
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layer of the masseter was acquired using a digitizing camera (Zeiss Mrc5); the individual images 

comprising the section assembled into collages (Photoshop CS2) and analyzed using Image Pro 

Plus software (Media Cybernetics). 

Muscle Fiber Sampling and Assessment 

To obtain a representative sampling of the masseter section, four regions (anterior, 

posterior, posterior-intermediate, posterior-deep) were chosen, based on the spatial distributions 

of MyHC isoforms and anatomy of the muscle (Figure 2-2).28 The anterior region represented an 

area with a high proportion of MyHC IIa fibers, while the posterior region has a high proportion 

of  MyHC IIb fibers. The posterior-intermediate and posterior-deep regions have been identified 

as areas of fiber type differences between the male and female. 

Each region was sampled using two 450 x 450 µm areas of interest. Thus, a total of eight 

areas of interest representing the four regions were evaluated. All fiber counts and fiber 

identifications were completed by a single investigator who was blinded to the source of the 

images to minimize bias. Each area of interest image was thresholded to remove background 

fluorescence and the muscle fibers were outlined and then designated as IIa, IIb, IIa/b 

combination, or unlabeled. The fiber counts from the two areas of interest were pooled and 

proportions of each fiber type for a designated region were then calculated. The minimum 

diameter of each muscle fiber in the two areas of interest for each region was also pooled to 

characterize fibers for each region. A test-retest of fiber type assessment was calculated to 

determine the reliability of identification. 

A total count of muscle fibers was obtained from assessment of all fibers identified on a 

transverse cryosection of the masseter of three control mice (age 7 weeks). The total count was 

used to compare the number of fibers obtained by the sampling procedure to assess the sampling 

process. 
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Statistical Analyses 

Myosin heavy chain phenotype proportions (IIa and IIb) and muscle fiber diameters were 

analyzed for differences across time (7 and 14 days), occlusal condition (increased vertical 

dimension of occlusion and sham manipulated) and location (4 regions) utilizing a mixed model 

ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) and a probability level of p<0.05. When the ANOVA was found 

to be significant, multiple comparisons were conducted using the Least Significant Difference 

(LSD) test.
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Figure 2-1.  Retraction for placement of bite opening composite. Intraoral access to the maxillary 

molars was accomplished using custom-fabricated separators to maintain vertical 
opening and cheek retraction. 
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Figure 2-2.  Representative images of transverse sections of the masseter immunostained for 

MyHC (myosin heavy chain) IIa and IIb showing the regions sampled. Squares 
delineate two standardized areas of interest per region that were sampled for the 
anterior, posterior, posterior-intermediate, and posterior-deep regions. A) IIa fibers B) 
IIb fibers.
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 

Animal Weight 

All mice gained weight during the period of study (7 or 14 days). Mean mouse weight gain 

(+ st. error) after 7 days was 4.3 g (+ 0.3) and after 14 days was 6.8 g (+1.0). The weight gain 

after 14 days was significantly greater compared to one week (unpaired t-test, p < 0.03). 

Masseter Muscle Fiber Numbers 

The mean (+ st. error) number of muscle fibers assessed for each muscle transverse section 

was 673 + 14 fibers. The average number of muscle fibers within the entire transverse section of 

three control masseter muscles at 7 weeks of age was found to be 4726 + 215. Therefore, the 

sampling technique assessed approximately 14% of the total fiber population which was an 

adequate sample to evaluate regional fiber characteristics. A MyHC (myosin heavy chain) type 

IIa/b dual expression in muscle fibers was identified in our study but was found in less than 1% 

of the muscle fibers. Due to the limited numbers of these fibers, we did not report on them. Test-

retest reliability was found to be 8% for all fiber types (MyHC IIa, IIb and IIa/IIb) with most of 

the discrepancies (> 6%) attributed to the MyHC IIa/IIb identification. 

Myosin Heavy Chain Phenotype 

Differences Between Control Groups Over Time 

After calculation of the ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) for differences in the proportion 

of MyHC IIa and IIb, a statistically significant interaction was observed among all factors 

(regions, MyHC, group, and time; Table 3-1). Post hoc comparisons were calculated for all 

combinations of factors for each region of the transverse section (Least Significant Difference 

test; significant differences shown in Figures 3-1A through 3-4A). 
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Statistically significant differences were observed in the proportion of fiber types in the 

posterior-deep region between control (ctl) groups at 7 and 14 days (ctl-7 and ctl-14 groups). The 

proportion of IIa fibers decreased from 30% to 5% and the proportion of IIb fibers increased 

from 28% to 50% (Figure 3-1A, ctl-7 vs. ctl-14). A similar statistically significant change in the 

proportion of fiber types was found in the posterior-intermediate region. The proportion of IIa 

fibers decreased from 39% to 5% and the proportion of IIb fibers increased from 11% to 39% 

(Figure 3-2A, ctl-7 vs. ctl-14). No statistically significant changes in fiber type proportions were 

detected in the anterior and posterior regions. 

Effects of a VDO Increase 

To evaluate the effects of an increase in VDO (vertical dimension of occlusion) on MyHC 

fiber type proportions, statistical comparisons of the control and experimental (exp) groups were 

made after 7 days and 14 days of bite opening (7 days: ctl-7 vs. exp-7; 14 days: ctl-14 vs. exp-

14). No significant differences were found in the proportions of MyHC IIa or IIb fibers after 7 

days of bite opening (Figure 3-1A through 3-4A: ctl-7 vs. exp-7). However, significant 

differences in MyHC IIa and IIb fiber proportions were observed after 14 days of bite opening in 

specific regions of the transverse section of the masseter muscle (LSD test (p < 0.05); Figure 3-

1A through 3-4A: ctl-14 vs. exp-14). 

In the posterior-deep region, a significant difference between the control and experimental 

groups was found in the proportion of MyHC IIb fibers (49% vs. 13% ) while no difference was 

observed in the proportion of MyHC IIa fibers (Figure 3-1A: ctl-14 vs. exp-14). A representative 

image of the posterior-deep region of the masseter is shown for both 14 day control (Figure 3-

1B) and experimental groups (Figure 3-1C) and a significant reduction in the number of IIb 

fibers can be observed in the experimental group. 
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An effect of bite opening was also found in the posterior-intermediate region as seen in 

Figure 3-2A. The proportion of MyHC IIb fibers (39% vs. 2%) and MyHC IIa fibers (5% vs. 

39%) differed significantly between the control and experimental groups respectively (Figure 3-

2A, ctl-14 vs. exp-14). A representative image of the posterior-intermediate region from the ctl-

14 group is shown in Figure 3-2B. The region is mainly composed of IIb fibers and a few 

scattered IIa fibers. An obvious reduction in the proportion of MyHC IIb fibers after bite opening 

and the proportional increase of MyHC IIa fibers can be observed in the exp-14 group (Figure 3-

2C). 

In the anterior region, no MyHC IIb fibers were identified. However, a significant 

reduction in the proportion of MyHC IIa fibers (55%-29%) between control and experimental 

groups was observed after 14 days of bite opening (Figure 3-3A). These differences in the 

density of MyHC IIa labeled fibers can be readily detected in sections from the anterior regions 

of control and experimental masseters as shown in Figure 3-3B, C.  

In the posterior region, no statistically significant differences were found in the proportion 

of IIa or IIb fibers between 14 day control to experimental groups (Figure 3-4A: ctl-14 vs. exp-

14). The posterior region contains predominantly MyHC IIb fibers (Figure 3-4B) with a very 

small proportion of IIa fibers. Bite opening did not have an obvious effect on the proportion of 

muscle fiber MyHC IIa or IIb phenotypes in this region (Figures 3-4B,C). 

Cross-Sectional Diameter 

The minimum cross-sectional diameter of the MyHC IIa and IIb muscle fibers did not vary 

across the control or experimental groups (Table 3-2). However, a statistically significant 

difference was observed between the sizes of the IIa fibers in comparison with the IIb fibers with 

the IIa fibers being consistently smaller (Figure 3-5). 
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Table 3-1.  Mixed Model Analysis of Variance for Percent Fiber Type 

Effect SS 
Degrees of 
Freedom F-value p-value 

Between    
Group (Control vs. VDO) 323 1 2.01 0.19 
Time (day 7 vs. day 14) 264 1 1.64 0.24 
Group x Time 40 1 0.25 0.63 

    
Within    

Regions (ant, post, post-
intermediate, post-deep) 2674 3 6.28 0.0027* 

Regions x Group 677 3 1.59 0.22 
Regions x Time 131 3 0.31 0.82 
Regions x Group x Time 508 3 1.19 0.33 
MyHC (IIa vs. IIb) 139 1 0.44 0.53 
MyHC x Group 292 1 0.92 0.37 
MyHC x Time 1735 1 5.44 0.048* 
MyHC x Group x Time 626 1 1.96 0.20 
Regions x MyHC 30446 3 57.09 0.0000* 
Regions x MyHC x Group 2612 3 4.90 0.009* 
Regions x MyHC x Time 789 3 1.48 0.25 
Regions x MyHC x Group x Time 2754 3 5.16 0.0067* 

*indicates statistically significant using ANOVA, LSD test, p< 0.05 
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Figure 3-1.  The posterior-deep region. A) Percent labeled MyHC IIa and IIb fibers in the four 

groups: control-7 days (ctl-7), experimental-7 days (exp-7), control-14 days (ctl-14) 
and experimental-14 days (exp-14). Statistically significant differences are denoted 
between groups by horizontal lines (LSD test, *p < 0.05). Representative images of 
the posterior-deep masseter region immunostained for MyHC IIa and IIb are shown 
for 14 day B) control and C) experimental groups. These images are composites of 
images immunostained for MyHC IIa (green) and IIb (red) which have been overlaid 
to allow an analysis of the proportions of each fiber phenotype in each group at 14 
days. 
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Figure 3-2.  The posterior-intermediate region. A) Percent labeled MyHC IIa and IIb fibers in the 

four groups: control-7 days (ctl-7), experimental-7 days (exp-7), control-14 days (ctl-
14) and experimental-14 days (exp-14). Statistically significant differences were 
denoted between groups by horizontal lines (LSD test, *p < 0.05). Representative 
images of the posterior-intermediate masseter region immunostained for MyHC IIa 
and IIb are shown for 14 day B) control and C) experimental groups. These images 
are composites of images immunostained for MyHC IIa (green) and IIb (red) which 
have been overlaid to allow an analysis of the proportions of each fiber phenotype in 
each group at 14 days. 
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Figure 3-3.  The anterior region. A) Percent labeled MyHC IIa and IIb fibers in the four groups: 

control-7 days (ctl-7), experimental-7 days (exp-7), control-14 days (ctl-14) and 
experimental-14 days (exp-14). Statistically significant differences were denoted 
between groups by horizontal lines (LSD test, *p < 0.05). Representative images of 
the anterior masseter region immunostained for MyHC IIa and IIb are shown for 14 
day B) control and C) experimental groups. These images are composites of images 
immunostained for MyHC IIa (green) and IIb (red) which have been overlaid to allow 
an analysis of the proportions of each fiber phenotype in each group at 14 days. 
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Figure 3-4.  The posterior region. A) Percent labeled MyHC IIa and IIb fibers in the four groups: 

control-7 days (ctl-7), experimental-7 days (exp-7), control-14 days (ctl-14) and 
experimental-14 days (exp-14). Statistically significant differences were denoted 
between groups by horizontal lines (LSD test, *p < 0.05). Representative images of 
the posterior masseter region immunostained for MyHC IIa and IIb are shown for 14 
day B) control and C) experimental groups. These images are composites of images 
immunostained for MyHC IIa (green) and IIb (red) which have been overlaid to allow 
an analysis of the proportions of each fiber phenotype in each group at 14 days. 
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Table 3-2.  Mixed Model Analysis of Variance for Fiber Diameter 

Effect SS 
Degrees of 
Freedom F-value p-value 

Between 
Group (Control vs. VDO) 4.08 1 0.065 0.81 
Time (day 7 vs. day 14) 0.99 1 0.016 0.90 
Group x Time 16.6 1 0.26 0.62 

  
Within 

Regions (ant, post, post-intermediate, 
post-deep) 

18.57 2 0.55 0.59 

Regions x Group 76.6 2 2.25 0.14 
Regions x Time 30.6 2 0.90 0.43 
Regions x Group x Time 43.9 2 1.29 0.30 
MyHC (IIa vs. IIb) 1499 1 65.5 0.00004* 
MyHC x Group 0.02 1 0.0007 0.98 
MyHC x Time 0.94 1 0.04 0.84 
MyHC x Group x Time 44.5 1 1.95 0.20 
Regions x MyHC 11.09 2 0.58 0.57 
Regions x MyHC x Group 5.55 2 0.29 0.75 
Regions x MyHC x Time 4.93 2 0.26 0.78 
Regions x MyHC x Group x Time 18.61 2 0.97 0.40 

*indicates statistically significant using ANOVA, LSD test, p< 0.05 
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Figure 3-5.  Minimum fiber diameter (mean + st. error) for the four control/experimental groups. 

No statistically significant differences were found between groups for each fiber type 
(ANOVA, p > 0.1). However, masseter muscle fibers that contain MyHC IIa were 
statistically smaller than type IIb fibers (ANOVA, LSD test, *p < 0.05). 

* * **
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 

Using male adolescent mice to model the age of orthodontic patients, this study assessed 

the plasticity of the masseter muscle to a small, short term vertical bite opening. The rapid 

decrease in the proportion of MyHC (myosin heavy chain) IIb protein in the experimental, bite 

opening group over a 14 day period in this study was consistent with other reports in the 

literature that have evaluated MyHC responses in fast contracting muscles. Chronic, low 

frequency electrical stimulation of the rat tibialis anterior muscle reached a significant change in 

MyHC IIb protein levels after 8 days.29 In cranial nerve innervated extraocular muscle, a surgical 

shortening of the muscle caused a significant decrease in MyHC IIb protein 3 days after 

surgery.30 The IIb protein has a half life of 14.5 days in limb muscle29 and the degradation of this 

protein is necessary to allow the insertion of new protein (for example, MyHC IIa or IIx) in the 

sarcomere. 

One advantage of this study was the examination of regions of the masseter muscle to 

assess potential local plastic changes. In fact, the masseter posterior-intermediate and posterior-

deep regions were found to be responsive to a small increase in VDO (vertical dimension of 

occlusion) with a relative proportional decrease in MyHC IIb fibers and a relative increase in 

MyHC IIa fibers when compared to controls at 14 days. Interestingly, a different response was 

found in the anterior region with a relative increase in the proportion of MyHC IIa fibers while 

no change was found in the posterior region of the muscle. It has been shown previously in the 

rabbit masseter that this muscle is multipennate and has multiple functional compartments that 

are activated at different times in the chewing cycle depending on the task.31 In addition, the 

orientation of muscle fibers varies throughout the muscle and those fibers with a more vertical 

orientation would be more highly affected by a muscle stretch than oblique fibers. 
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A possible explanation for the maintenance of a relatively slower phenotype with bite 

opening in the posterior-intermediate and posterior-deep regions may be due to fiber stretch.15, 16 

Muscle stretch of the rabbit extensor digitorum longus muscle causes a MyHC transition to a 

slower phenotype.16 The transition to a slower phenotype found in fast limb muscle is consistent 

with masseter muscle. In rat masseter studies that used an approximate 20% increase in the 

VDO, a relative decrease in MyHC IIb and increase in MyHC IIa message was found.22, 23 These 

changes in MyHC gene expression were consistent with the protein changes observed in this 

study. 

In addition to stretch, a second possible explanation for the maintenance of a slower 

phenotype in our bite opening group is an increase in muscle function. Although, the 

experimental mice were eating and gaining weight, they may have changed their chewing 

patterns and masticatory muscle activity. Motor units in the posterior-intermediate and posterior-

deep areas may have been preferentially recruited to chew or brux due to composite placement 

on maxillary molars. Increased regional muscle activation has been shown in adult rat tibialis 

anterior muscle to promote a slower phenotype.32 The slower phenotype associated with 

increased muscle activity was also shown with Japanese Waltzing mice, a line of mice 

characterized by mutations affecting the vestibular apparatus leading to increased locomotor 

activity when compared to normal mice.33 The change in motor activation strategies may have 

also affected the anterior masseter by reduced activation of this region. The anterior region of the 

masseter muscle is typically recruited during incising34 and the ability to incise would 

theoretically be reduced with the increase in vertical dimension due to the increase in gape. The 

reduced activation would preferentially favor the presence of faster contracting fibers and would 

result in the relative reduction in the proportion of MyHC IIa fibers. Since no MyHC IIb positive 
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fibers were identified in the anterior region, the faster phenotype could be MyHC IIx, a 

phenotype that was not evaluated in this study. 

In the control mice, a transition to a faster phenotype represented by increases in the 

proportion of MyHC IIb and decrease in the proportion of MyHC IIa occurred in the posterior-

deep and posterior-intermediate regions of the masseter muscle at 14 days compared to 7 days. 

MyHC IIb positive fibers are found in higher proportions in the male mouse masseter compared 

to the female 28, 35 and sexual dimorphism has been observed in these two regions. The increase 

in the proportion of MyHC IIb fibers in the posterior-deep and posterior-intermediate regions 

may be linked to hormones such as testosterone. Testosterone has been demonstrated to play a 

role in the transition of MyHC fiber types to a faster phenotype during masseter maturation in 

male mouse as well as in rabbit and guinea pig.17, 36, 37 

The average diameter of IIb fibers has been observed to be greater than IIa fibers both in 

limb muscle and mouse masseter.28, 38  Therefore, one would predict that the increases in the 

proportion of IIb fibers observed at 14 day in the posterior-deep and posterior-intermediate 

regions of control masseter would be accompanied by changes in average fiber diameter. 

However, no significant differences in fiber diameter were observed; the fiber size remained 

consistent across all groups. On the other hand our inability to detect change in the muscle fiber 

size may be due to the short duration of the study.  

The limitations of this study include the lack of an unmanipulated control and the inability 

to identify type IIx fibers. Our controls underwent the same surgical procedures as the 

experimental animals including mouth retraction. The stretch of the masseter produced by mouth 

retraction could possibly have either damaged the masseter or influenced muscle fiber 

phenotype. No differences were observed in fiber phenotype between control and experimental 
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animals at 7 days. This lack of bite opening effects could be the result of the insensitivity of our 

method of detection (MyHC immunostaining), be the result of a normal delay in muscle 

phenotype switching in male mice at this age, or be due to adverse effects of mouth retraction. 

Additionally, the lack of a means to monitor MyHC IIx limits our interpretation of the results. 

We do not know if an immunonegative fiber is MyHC IIx, I, embryonic or neonatal. Therefore, 

any changes in proportions of immunonegative fibers could be due to increases in IIx (towards a 

faster phenotype) or due to increases in I (towards a slower phenotype).  

In summary, our study demonstrated that in control male mouse masseter two weeks of 

maturation was accompanied by transition towards a faster (IIb) phenotype. This maturation shift 

towards a faster phenotype in the posterior-deep and posterior-intermediate regions did not occur 

in masseters from male mice in which bite opening was increased by a 10%. However, the 

interpretations of the results of this study are limited by the lack of an unmanipulated control and 

methodological restrictions. In addition, the long term effects of bite opening are currently 

unclear and require further examination. 
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